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Area Surveyed, Etc.

During the period June 15 - June 27, 1962, a magnetometer 
survey of 8 claims numbered MR-32690 to MR-32697 inclusive was 
carried out,

C.D. MacKenzie and B, MacDonald performed the survey using 
an Askania Gfz torsion wire magnetometer with a sensitivity of 13.21 
gamma per scale division.

The magnetic readings are plotted and contoured on the 
attached map "Geomagnetic Survey - English Group", scale l" * 200'.

The main base station was established at chainage O -f 00 
on XL-22 N.

Lines were cut at 200' intervals and stations were spaced at 
100' intervals. In a few locations, readings were spaced at 50" 
intervals.

A total of 13 miles of lines were cut; the number of stations 
read totals 1013.

Results of the Survey and Correlation uwith

Exposures of banded magnetite rich iron formation occur at 
primarily two places on the claim group;
1) Between picket lines 20S and 24S, outcrops of this rock type occur i'\

in the vicinity of the baseline. A strong magnetic anomaly
parallels the exposures trending slightly east of north from XL 26S 
to XL 14S. The magnetite content possibly decreases beyond XL-143 
as the anomaly decreases in intensity.

2) In the vicinity of the baseline between picket lines 8N and O, and 
westward along picket lines 6N and O for 500', there are several
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exposures of iron formation. A strong zone of high positive 
and negative readings coincides with these outcrops. The 

bedding in the iron formation is highly contorted by drag 
folding.

The distribution of iron formation outcrops and magnetic 
intensities suggests a layer of iron formation beginning at 
5 * 00 W on XL ION, trending southward to XL-6N, where it bends 
around to a north east trend as far as the baseline. It then 
assumes a north-south trend to XL-2S where the trend changes to 
northwest. From this point it extends through Lines 2N, 4N, 6N, 
and 8N at 8 * 00 W, 9 * 50 W, 11 * 00 W and 12 -f 50 W respectively. 
The trend then changes to north-south and the magnetic horizon 
extends northward to Line 16N where it swings westward out of the 
claim group.

Th^^yapTOaffiggests that the iron formation horizon has been 
folded Bout a southeast trending axis.

3) A souti|Sy^i(Jiijj^yK magnetic high extends from 4 * 00 S on Line HW 
(N to 6 -f ;f^llFOTrTrne'1.0S, where it ends abruptly. Immediately west of 

this high, an outcrop of rhyolite occurs between Lines 6S and 8S, The 
rhyolite is in contact with andesite on the north and exposures of 
amphibolite occur to the west of it. It is thus not more than 200' 
wide. The strike of schistosity in the rhyolite is southeastward 
parallel to the trend of the above mentioned magnetic high.

Along Line 8S from 5 -t- 00 W to the baseline and from ?S to 143 
along the baseline are outcrops of the same rhyolite horizon. At 9S 
on the baseline, andesite on the north side of this outcrop is in 
contact with the rhyolite and lies between it and the next outcrop of 
rhyolite to the north. It thus appears that the rhyolite horizon is 
offset northward by a northeast trending fault from 7 ^ 00 W on Idne 12S 
to 5 4 00 W on 8S. East of the fault the rhyolite appears to be 
folded about a northeast trending axis.

4) A magnetic high trends southward from 12 -f 50 W on Line 10S to 
11 + 50 W on XL LAS, where it swings southeastward to 9 * 00 W on 
XL-163 and ends abruptly. A similar high begins at 5 * 50 W on
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on XL-16S and describes an arc convex eastwards through 
Lines 183, 20S and 22S to 6 4- 50 W on XL-2^S. If these 
two segments represent the same horizon, then the indicated 
offset supports a northeast trending fault as described in (3)t

It is interesting to note that the northeastward projection 
of this assumed fault coincides with a narrow zone of negative 
readings extending from l * 00 W on XL 23 to l 4- 00 E on 
XL-6N.

G.D. Robinson,
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Area Surveyed, Etc.

During the period August 1st - 8th inclusive, 1962, an 

electromagnetic suney of 8 claims numbered MR-32690 to MR-32697 

inclusive was carried out,

G.B. Burton acted as instrument operator and F. Thompson 

as assistant.

The survey was performed with a J.E.M. electromagnetometer. 

This instrument consists of two coils or E.M. units designated as the 

"Chief's Coil" and the "Helper's Coil". The instrument measures the 

tilt or dip of the electromagnetic field at each station read.

With normal operation two men have similar E.M. units, both 

being able to transmit and receive. They stand 200 feet apart when 

taking readings, the one teking notes is called "chief" and the other 

man the "helper".

The chief first transmits. The helper receives his signal 

and measures the dip angle. The helper then transmits and the chief 

receives and measures the dip angle. If no conductor is present the 

resultant dip angle is 0. If a conductor is present then a * or - 

dip angle will result. The effects of topography are eliminated.

A total of 13 miles of lines and 687 stations were read. 

Lines are 200' apart.

Result^s of the Survey

Several zones of anomalous readings were noted, as shown on 

the attached map "Electromagnetic Survey - English Group". 

1) A zone of anomalous readings extends through Lines 8N to 2S inclusive 

qaproximately as follows;
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Line 8N - k * 50 W to 4 * 00 E 
" 6N - 4 -j- 00 W to 4 -f 00 E 
11 4N - l + 00 W to l * 00 E 
11 2N ~ 3 -t- 00 W to 3 * 00 E 
" O - 6 * 00 W to 3 * 50 E 
" 2S - O 4 00 to 4 4 50 E

Joining "cross-over" points indicates several roughly 
parallel axes trending in a direction slightly east of south.

Geological mapping has shown that the exposed rock formation 
in this conductive zone is a bedded magnetite rich iron formation, 
which is highly drag folded at this location. The magnetic survey 
is in agreement with the geological observations, and the 
electromagnetic anomalous zone is in a magnetically anomalous area. 
The reversed nature of the cross-overs indicates that the magnetite 
content of the iron formation is probably responsible for the 
anomalous electromagnetic readings. No sulphides or graphite was 
observed in rock exposures.

2) A zone of anomalous readings extends as follows from Line 14S to 
Line 26S:

Line US ~ 3 * 00 E to 7 * 00 E 
11 16S - O ^ 00 to 5 * 00 E 
11 20S - O * 00 to A * 00 E 
11 24S - O * 50 W to 3 * 00 E 
" 26S - 2 -f 00 W to 3 * 00 E

A true cross-over exists between A * 50 E and 5 ^ 00 E on 
XL IA S, This might represent sulphide mineralization. 

A reversed cross-over occurs at 4 * 75 E on XL 16 S. 
A strong reversed cross-over with axis at l 4 50 E occurs on 

XL-20S. This coincides with an outcrop of banded magnetite rich 
iron formation.

True cross-overs occur at O -f 75 E on XL 24S and O 4- 50 E on 
XL 26S, representing a north-south trending axis. This axis parallels 
the east side of the north-south trending iron formation layer. The 
cause of the conductor is unknown but it possibly represents weak 
sulphide mineralization.

L . D. Robinson.
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